Magnetic domain walls are objects whose dynamics is inseparably connected to their structure. In this work we investigate magnetic bilayers, which are engineered such that a coupled pair of domain walls, one in each layer, is stabilized by a cooperation of Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction and flux-closing mechanism. The dipolar field mediating the interaction between the two domain walls, links not only their position but also their structure. We show that this link has a direct impact on their magnetic field induced dynamics. We demonstrate that in such a system the coupling leads to an increased domain wall velocity with respect to single domain walls. Since the domain wall dynamics is observed in a precessional regime, the dynamics involves the synchronization between the two walls, to preserve the flux closure during motion. Properties of these coupled oscillating walls can be tuned by an additional in-plane magnetic field enabling a rich variety of states, from perfect synchronization to complete detuning.
Magnetic domain walls are objects whose dynamics is inseparably connected to their structure. In this work we investigate magnetic bilayers, which are engineered such that a coupled pair of domain walls, one in each layer, is stabilized by a cooperation of Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction and flux-closing mechanism. The dipolar field mediating the interaction between the two domain walls, links not only their position but also their structure. We show that this link has a direct impact on their magnetic field induced dynamics. We demonstrate that in such a system the coupling leads to an increased domain wall velocity with respect to single domain walls. Since the domain wall dynamics is observed in a precessional regime, the dynamics involves the synchronization between the two walls, to preserve the flux closure during motion. Properties of these coupled oscillating walls can be tuned by an additional in-plane magnetic field enabling a rich variety of states, from perfect synchronization to complete detuning.
When several similar oscillators are coupled by a weak force, they can adjust their rhythms thanks to entrainment, similarly to the original observations of pendulum clocks by C. Huygens. The field of synchronization covers a vast amount of phenomena in daily life, nature, music, communication or engineering [1] . In spintronics, spin-torque nanooscillators have demonstrated great ability to synchronization via coupling through electrical current, spin-waves or dipolar field [2] [3] [4] [5] leading to a narrower linewidth and an increased emitted power. Here we use the physics of synchronization to enhance the velocities of magnetic domain walls (DWs) in thin magnetic bilayers. The interaction between two oscillators, represented by a pair of chiral DWs, is mediated by a dipolar field which not only links the wall position but also locks their internal structure. The present work represents a first experimental realization of a coupled system whose motion can benefit from synchronization [6] .
Magnetic domain wall (DW) dynamics usually focuses on velocity response to a driving force (magnetic field or electrical current). However, a DW is not a simple interface described only by its position q, as dynamics is directly connected to its internal structure. In a minimal model [7] , q is connected to the angle ϕ, which describes the DW internal magnetization orientation, and they form a set of conjugated coordinates ( Fig. 1) . At small driving forces, the motion is steady-state and ϕ adopts a finite value, but above a threshold called Walker breakdown, the DW is no longer able to hold its structure: ϕ precesses and the velocity drops down [7, 8] . In such a regime, the DW behaves as an oscillator as well as a moving interface with a direct link between them. The boundary between the two regimes, set by the DW internal energy, can be efficiently controlled in ultrathin magnetic films by inducing chirality through the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) [9] [10] [11] [12] . This unavoidably also changes the DW oscillation properties such as the precession frequency.
DWs in magnetic multilayers can be coupled via direct exchange across a spacer layer [13] [14] [15] or through dipolar fields [16] [17] [18] . The benefits of the oscillatory motion have been overlooked so far since the dynamics of these bound DWs was probed in a steady-state regime. In this Letter, we show that a pair of dipolarly coupled DWs moving above the Walker breakdown can synchronize their precession, resulting in a velocity increase. While the DWs are moved by a perpendicular magnetic field, an additional in-plane field allows tuning the oscillator properties to optimize the synchronization and maximize the velocity. This allows exploring a rich variety of synchronized states, from entrainment to complete detuning.
We study a magnetic multilayer [19] of Pt(5)\Co(1.1)\Au(3)\Co(1.1)\Pt(5) (thicknesses in nanometer) with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy where the Au spacer thickness is adjusted in order to ensure purely dipolar coupling between the magnetic layers [18, 20] . Such a structure offers a way to constructively combine two chiral interactions [18] : the DMI, whose sign is set by the interface nature [21] , and the dipolar fields [16] , whose sense is not adjustable. Through the DMI, the Pt\Co interface serves as a source of left-and right-handed chirality [22, 23] in the DWs in the bottom and top Co layers respectively. Therefore, the DWs have opposite chiralities and can be coupled through the stray-field in a flux closure manner illustrated in Fig. 1(a) [18] . To study magnetic field-induced DW motion, the films were patterned into 10 µm wide stripes using UV lithography and e-beam etching through an aluminium mask.
We first focus on the coupled DWs velocity. Polar Kerr magneto-optical microscopy was used to image the DW motion along the wires in response to sequences of 30-ns magnetic field pulses, obtained using a microcoil embedded in a silicon substrate [24] . Coupled DWs were obtained by domain nucleation on natural sample defects, after the application of a 30-ns, long 120-mT field pulse. Different shades of magnetic contrast reveal whether coupled or single DWs are present, as shown in Fig. 1 (c) prior and after application of 150-mT pulses leading to DW decoupling. This allows investigating the individual DW behavior and thus the properties of each magnetic layer. Fig. 1 (e) reveals that the coupled DWs velocity increases up to ≈ 140 m/s at 100 mT and then gradually decreases until ≈ 150 mT where the walls decouple and no longer travel together. The single DW velocity curves are globally similar to that of coupled DWs, but the maximum velocity is significantly lower. Additionally, the DW velocity of an out-of-plane field at µ0Hx = 0 mT (e) and +12 mT (f). In (d-f), the color code is the same; full and empty symbols correspond to the experiments and 2D micromagnetic simulations respectively. Insets in (e),(f) show the calculated curves by the minimal model [7] , using the coupled DWs effective DMI constant (strong coupling approximation).
versus an in-plane field aligned along the wires and driven by µ 0 H z = 77 mT was measured to evidence the opposite chirality of single walls in each layer [see Fig. 1(d) ] [25] . Beyond the DMI sign change, the difference between single walls velocity curves indicates that the magnetic layers are slightly different.
The velocity curves reveal three distinct regimes: a negligible velocity up to 50 mT due to sample defect-induced pinning, a fast velocity increase during a depinning transition (50-70 mT) and a regime where the velocity saturates. The steady-state regime is hindered by defects as the Walker field [see the inset of Fig. 1(e) ] is close to the depinning transition [26] . The velocity saturation is typical for a precessional dynamics where the oscillations are perturbed by vertical Bloch lines (VBLs) propagating along the wall [27] , and is correlated with the DMI [24, 28] . The larger coupled DWs saturation velocity seen in Fig. 1(e) is a direct consequence of the chiral energy increase due to the flux-closure.
Micromagnetic simulations using MUMAX [29] , including magnetic disorder [30] , were used to determine the sample parameters (DMI coefficients D, disorder amplitude and damping parameter α), by finding the best agreement with experiments [see Fig. 1(d-f) and Supplementary materials [19] ]. This yields α = 0. The coupling between DWs is mostly mediated by the stray-field arising from the domains, and can be decomposed into two components. The stray-field acting on the domains generates an attractive spring force between the DWs. The stray-field acting on the DW magnetization modifies the DW energy via a magnetic flux-closure and has the same symmetry as DMI [18] . In a strong coupling approximation, with negligible separation δq and antiparallel magnetization of the two DWs, the coupled DWs can be represented by a single DW with an effective DMI D eff = 1.08 mJ/m 2 (73 % larger than the average of the DMI coefficients), estimated from static calculations [19] . Hence, increased Walker field and velocities shown in the inset of Fig. 1 (d-e) is in qualitative agreement with experimental data. Note that the increase scales with the layer magnetization and spacer thickness.
Since the DMI is not equivalent in the two layers, an inplane field can be used to tune and symmetrize the system by reducing (reinforcing) the stability of the bottom (top) DW [19] . With µ 0 H x = +12 mT applied in addition to the outof-plane field, the isolated up-down DW velocities [ Fig system display an unchanged maximum velocity, but are more robust, since they do not decouple up to ≈ 250 mT while maintaining a constant velocity.
When an out-of-plane field is applied, the magnetization directions ϕ b and ϕ t inside the bottom and top DWs change proportionally to the field amplitude and, at the Walker breakdown, the DWs turn into chiral Bloch walls (ϕ b = ϕ t = −π/2). However, since experimentally the depinning field is higher than the Walker field, ϕ b and ϕ t cannot be stationary. Therefore, maintaining the velocity enhancement requires that the DW coupling remains valid even in such a situation, implying that ϕ b = ϕ t .
We first start with 1D modeling of the dynamics at µ 0 H z = 125 mT, for which the DW magnetization undergoes regular precession ( Fig. 2(a) ): when the two DWs maintain ϕ b = ϕ t , they move together and fast contrary to the case when the DWs do not lock and lose the benefits of the flux-closure. The dynamics is illustrated by 1D micromagnetic simulations [31] [ Fig. 2(b) ]. Under a 12 mT in-plane field, the two DWs have similar precession frequencies and can lock-in, since the DMI difference is compensated by the in-plane field [19] , with δq ≈ 0. As a consequence, the coupled DWs velocity is larger than the single DWs (98 m/s as compared to 57 m/s). For a detuned system [see Fig. 2 (b) with no applied field], the single DW precession frequency difference makes synchronization more complex: the relationship ϕ b = ϕ t is not perfectly fulfilled and results in δq oscillations. For even larger detuning, synchronization becomes impossible and the walls separate. To explore synchronization in more detail, we have computed m y spectral densities as a function of the in-plane field [Figs. 2(d) and (e)] for each DW. The DWs are only coupled in the (-3-27)-mT field interval. Outside of this interval, the DWs are spatially separated and their magnetizations oscillate at their natural frequencies estimated by the minimal model [7] (grey dashed lines). The geometrical average of these spectral densities [ Fig. 2(f) ] emphasizes the synchronization. The simplest synchronized state is found in a (+6-+18)-mT field range, centered around the perfectly tuned situation. It displays a ground precession frequency f 0 of 3 GHz at µ 0 H z = 125 mT, corresponding to the precession of a single DW with the effective DMI (grey dotted lines). This range is surrounded by zones of more complex synchronization with the appearance of f 0 /2 frequencies, frequency emission over a continuous frequency range, and suggests more a chaotic relationship [19] .
The situation in a real medium, with 2D degrees of freedom, is more complex since the DW oscillations are perturbed by VBLs and structural disorder. In Fig. 3(b) are displayed snapshots of the DW motion under µ 0 H z = 125 mT for three different in-plane fields (see also Supplementary movies [32] ). For a +12-mT in-plane field, the DWs mostly overlap with small separation fluctuations [ Fig. 3(a) ], which underlines the strong coupling efficiency. For a slightly detuned system (here at zero in-plane field), a larger separation is observed, together with a velocity decrease [inset of Fig. 3(a) ]. Ultimately, at even larger detuning (for µ 0 H x ≤ −5 mT, similarly to the 1D model), the two DWs are not able to hold together and their separation gradually increases until they decouple and move independently.
To locally probe the magnetization variation correlation, i.e. the local DW coupling, the time evolution of magnetization at the center of the DW [the linecut indicated in Fig. 3(b) ] is shown in Fig. 2(c) , for µ 0 H x = +12 and 0 mT (without any structural disorder for simplicity). Even with the symmetrizing field, synchronization is not always observed but time intervals of synchronization are more frequent and longer than in the detuned system. During the non-synchronized intervals, DWs are misaligned since the coupling is lost (and vice versa). However, synchronization can be recovered in this 2D situation, since at a given time, some portions along the DWs are still coupled, as observed in the Supplementary movies [32] . These parts drag and accelerate the rest of the DW pair and the DWs decouple once the synchronized sections are no longer able to drag the separated DWs with lower mobilities.
To summarize, we have experimentally shown that the dipolar coupling of magnetic domain walls in superposed layers leads to a large velocity increase. This phenomenon is robust against domain wall magnetization precession and disorder. At first sight, especially when DWs have different properties, this is unexpected and implies that the wall magnetization dynamics synchronizes. Systems where the motion of coupled oscillators can benefit from their synchronization have been recently theoretically described as "swarmalators" [6] . The study here can be seen as an experimental realization of such a system, with two swarming objects.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 1: SAMPLE DETAILS AND MICROMAGNETIC PARAMETERS DETERMINATION
Samples were grown by ultra-high vacuum evaporation with a base pressure of 10 −10 mBar. The multilayers of Pt(5)\Co(1.1)\Au(3)\Co(1.1)\Pt(5) were deposited on a high-resistive silicon with a native oxide layer (all thicknesses in nanometers). The magnetization M s = 1.42 MA/m and uniaxial anisotropy K = 1.71 MJ/m 3 were determined by SQUID measurements. DMI, damping and sample disorder have been determined by comparing experiments to micromagnetic simulations, carried out using the MuMax3 code [29] , in 1 × 1 µm 2 stripes, with periodic boundary conditions along the direction orthogonal to the DW motion, and with 2 nm × 2 nm × 1.1 nm cell size . In order to measure the DMI in the individual layers, we have used the in-plane magnetic field-based method. Here the in-plane magnetic field modifies the nature and the energy of the DW. The DW energy acquires a maximum value when the applied in-plane field is equal and opposite to the stabilising DMI field i.e. when the DW acquires a Bloch form. Therefore a measurement of the minimum of velocity provides a direct measure of the DMI. To avoid any problems with the DW propagation in the creep regime [25, 33] , we have applied a magnetic field of µ 0 H z = 77 mT close to the flow regime. We have checked that any parasitic out-of-plane field arising from the misalignment of the in-plane field was eliminated by measuring the DW velocities for up-down and down-up cases presented in insets of Supplementary Fig. 4(a) and (b) . The main experimental curves are shown in Supplementary Fig. 4 for the case of a DW introduced in the bottom (a) and top (b) layers. The best agreement between the experimental and micromagnetic datasets was found for D b = −0.73 mJ/m 2 and D t = +0.50 mJ/m 2 .
Damping α
Given the values of DMI in the bottom and top layers, velocities of isolated DWs in the bottom and top layers were numerically calculated and are presented in Supplementary  Fig. 5 . The best match between the experimental data and the micromagnetic simulations is found for α = 0.3.
Disorder
Disorder is included by a random fluctuation following a normal distribution of the ferromagnetic layers thickness t between columnar grains arranged in a Voronoi fashion [30] . The average lateral grain size is fixed to 15 nm. Since the micromagnetic code requires a computational cell with a constant thickness over the whole sample, the saturation magnetization is varied from grain to grain as M s t/t 0 . Averaged over the thickness, the uniaxial anisotropy K u and the DMI constants D are also directly modified in each grain, i.e.
Effect of the disorder is shown in Supplementary Fig. 6 (a) revealing how the disorder cuts off the low-field regime. A secondary effect of the disorder is a spontaneous nucleation of reversed domains at high magnetic fields which sets the upper bound of used magnetic fields in our simulations. 
Micromagnetic parameters
The micromagnetic parameters obtained by the abovedescribed 2D micromagnetic calculations (including disorder) fitting the DW dynamics which are presented in Supplementary Table I . The DW dynamics is connected to the DW energy. Therefore, to understand the effect of DW coupling, we explicitly derive the different terms that form the DW energy σ. For a single wall, it reads as
where ϕ represent the internal magnetization orientation (conventionally ϕ = 0 represents the Néel wall favored by a positive D) and where the first term, σ 0 , corresponds to the Bloch wall energy, related to the Heisenberg exchange and effective anisotropy energies, the second term corresponds to the DMI energy and the last term corresponds to the dipolar energy cost related to the Néel wall configuration. This last term originates from the volume charges created by the Néel wall and can be expressed as δ N ≈ µ 0 M 2 s t ln 2/π [10] , with t the film thickness and ∆ the domain wall width.
When two walls are dipolarly coupled in a symmetric fashion [18] , walls have opposite chiralities, which satisfies both DMI and magnetic flux closure at equilibrium. Therefore in a strong coupling limit (i.e. negligible separation delta q and ϕ b = ϕ t = ϕ) the wall energy reads [18] :
where the angle ϕ is defined in Fig. 1(b) and D = 1 2 (|D b | + |D t |). Two new terms appear. δ W−W corresponds to the dipolar coupling between the Néel charges of both DWs, and has therefore the same physical origin as the dipolar cost of the Néel walls. For a spacer thickness lower than the DW width ∆, their absolute magnitudes are expected to be close and therefore δ N + δ W−W can be neglected. δ D−W corresponds to the coupling of the wall magnetization with the magnetic field created by the domains (flux closure mechanism) and gives an additional chiral energy. respectively for coupled and isolated DWs, determined from the magnetization profile using the Thiele wall width definition ∆ −1 = 
Domain wall dynamics
In the minimal one-dimensional model [7] , the DW dynamics is described by the DW mobility in the steady state regime γ∆/α and the Walker field H w . While the mobility of isolated and coupled DW is similar due to the similar DW width, the Walker field strongly depends on the situation, due to the different DW energies. The Walker field is expressed as
with
H D is related to the DMI (real or effective) and H K is related to the dipolar induced DW anisotropy. This last term strongly depends on the situation, as for isolated DWs, K DW = δ N /2∆ and for coupled DWs, K DW = 0 due to the compensation between δ N and δ W−W . From our parameters, we deduce a Walker field of 48, 35 and 65 mT respectively for isolated DW in the bottom layer, isolated DW in the top layer, and coupled DWs. Note that the increase of the Walker field in the coupled layer is due to the increase of the chiral DW energy arising from the flux closure mechanism. The difference between the Walker field in the bottom and top layer is due to the difference in DMI constants.
Experimentally and in simulations, we have shown that applying a 12 mT field along the normal of the DW can tune the dynamics and make the system more symmetric. This value can be justified with the present calculations. Applying an in-plane field, the Walker field becomes
and where δ = (π/2)(|H D | ± H x )/H K and the ± sign accounts for the sign of H D . Neglecting the variation of ∆ gives a very good approximation to determine the H , for an applied in-plane field of (a) 0 and (b) 14.3 mT. Note that at 14.3 mT, the simulations show that isolated DWs in each layers are not exactly superimposed contrary to the model, which was expected as the compensation field in the simulations is about 12 mT. In the coupled DW dynamics simulations, the missing points correspond to simulations where the DWs are decoupled, due to insufficient coupling.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 3: SYNCHRONIZATION Domain wall oscillations in single layer
To verify the validity of the Slonczewski q − ϕ model, we have calculated power spectral densities for a single layer case (with micromagnetic parameters of the top magnetic layer). Supplementary Figs. 9(a) and (b) show that the analytical model (red curves) and micromagnetic calculations are in good agreement. 
Complex synchronized states
We have supposed in Fig. 1(b) that the synchronization takes place only via the ϕ b = ϕ t rotation. However, since the DWs are not necessarily perfectly aligned, the energy landscape can allow synchronous magnetization rotation via different cases. Supplementary Fig. 10 shows Lissajous curves for the case of µ 0 H z = 125 mT for different in-plane fields. Such curves here illustrate mutual phase shift of m y component. Fig. 10(a) reveals that in the case of µ 0 H z = −6 mT the two DWs are completely decorrelated as expected from Fig. 2 . On the other hand, the case of µ 0 H z = +12 mT shown in Supplementary Fig. 10(d) represents the case where the magnetization rotation takes place via the ϕ b ≈ ϕ t and δq ≈ 0 case. However, Supplementary Figs. 10(b,c,e,f) show that the synchronous reversal does not necessarily require δq = 0 and the oscillatory variations of δq can result in rich variety Lissajous curves.
Similar micromagnetic calculations were performed for the case presented in Fig. 2(c) , i.e. for 2D micromagnetic calculations without structural disorder where the presence of VBLs is allowed. Lissajous curves for the case of µ 0 H x = +12 mT, µ 0 H x = +9 mT and µ 0 H x = +12 mT in the presence of OOP field µ 0 H z = 125 mT are presented in Supplementary 11 . The structure of the DW is deduced in the middle of the strip width as indicated in Fig. 3(b) . Since the two DWs do not necessarily travel together all the time but only in certain time intervals, the data shown in top panel of Supplementary Fig. 11 is polluted by the cases where the DWs are separated. The synchronization patterns similar to those presented in Supplementary Fig. 10 become visible once we take into account only cases when the two DWs are close (here δq < 6 nm for instance). 
